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General Policies and Procedures
of the
Pavson Gila Countv Sheriffs Posse

Uniform and Equipment ltems
Uniforms
CTASS

A UN'FORM

Worn for farmal occasions or when ordered by the Sheriffs
Office, the Posse Captain or Law Enforcement Director. Uniform
is to be worn for special events such as law enforcement
funerals.

HAT

Brown (preferred) or Black Western style , " (cowboy hat). Hat
band may be worn. lt shall not be gaudy or oversized.

SHIRT

Silver-Tan long sleeved law enforcement style shirt with shoulder
patches, and military creases, American Flag sewn L-5 inches
above the right pocket.

TIE

Brown breakaway. Tie bar shall be gold colored and
appropriate for a uniform and not oversized or ostentatious.

NAME TAG

Gold colored engraved with First initialand Last Name (in black).
wide. The name tag is centered
above the left pocket and under the American Flag.

Tag is to be 2 Yr" longby 5/8"

UNDERSHIRT

White or black crew neck T-shirt. Sleeves shall not extend past
the hem of the shirt sleeve and be visible. White to be worn in
the Spring and Summer, black to be worn in the Fall and Winter-

TROUSERS

Dark brown Western or utility style pants with waist belt loops.
Trouser legs shall be of such length as to not bunch up at the

boots.
FOOTWEAR

Black Western style boots (cowboy) or black duty style lace-up

boots.
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TROUSERS BELT

Black Leather pants belt

with Basket weave design, with silver

buckle.

DUW BELT

Black heavy duty Leather belt with Basket Weave design,
approximately 2 %" wide, with silver buckle.

KEEPERS

4 Black single or double snap keepers with basket weave designCan use 3 if using a strap type key holder. (These are used to
keep the outer duty belt from shifting positions, either moving
around the waist or moving above or below the pants belt. This is
a safety measure as if the duty belt shifts, the items on the belt
will have moved and may not be easily or readily available. Two
(2) are placed in the front with one (1) close to the front of the
holster and the other in about the same location on the off side.
Of the remaining two: 1 (one) is placed at the rear of the holster
as to prohibit the holster from shifting. 1 (one) is placed at the
rear of the body so as to not allow the duty belt to shift or ride up.

HOLSTER

Sheriffs Office will issue with the duty weapon (after successful
completion of the AZPOST required weapons training academy).
The holster is positioned on the right or left side at the hip,
depending on your preference as to your master hand.

WEAPON

Department issued Glock Model 22, .4O calsemi-automatic pistol.

NOTE: NO WEAPON CAN BE CARRIED WHILE WEARING A GCSO POSSE UNIFORM UNLESS IT IS
THE GCSO ISSUED WEAPON AND ONLY AFTER COMPLETION OF THE AZPOST MANDATED
WEAPONS ACADEMY.
MAGAZINE CASE

Placed on your duty belt in a position to be immediately available
for use with reloading your weapon. Depending on your

preferences, a second magazine carrier can be placed on your
duty belt in a position convenient for your use when your primary
carrier is empty.
KEY CARRIER

Not required. lf used on your duty belt, it can be used in
replacement of one of your belt keepers.

HANDCUFF CASE

Black leather with basket weave design. Can be either open top
or snap top closure, location is not critical but should be in a
position to offer immediate access. Handcuffs can only be carried
after restraints training.
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BATON HOLDER

Location usually on opposite hip from weapon. Can be leather,
plastic or a baton ring. Baton can only be carried after defensive
tactics training has been completed.

FLASHTIGHT HOLDER

Can be black leather, plastic or ring type. lt is usually carried
opposite to weapon so it can be used in conjunction with the
weapon.

DUTY SUSPENDERS

Not required, but are optional. Must be breakaway style, and
silver tan. Worn as an assist to the keepers to keep the duty belt
from moving and to relieve some of the equipment weight off of
the hips.

CLASS B UNIFORM

Worn as the standard duty uniform.

SHIRT

Same as Class A Uniform above Can be long sleeve or short sleeve.

HAT

Same as Class A uniform above.
cap may also be worn.

issued black GCSO baseball

Remainder of uniform should conform with Class A above.
CTASS C

UNIFORM

Worn as the uniform when performing details out of the view of
the general public. Also used for training classes if desired.

tan polo shirt

SHIRT

Posse issued

HAT

Can be any of

the approved headwear, but usually the

Ball cap is sufficient.

Remainder of uniform should conform with Class A & B above.
The Posse maintains an inventory of donated uniform items. Members may help thernselves to
the inventory of, pants, windbreakers, polo shirts and GCSO ball and watch caps. They can also
reuse the various patches (i.e. Sheriff's shoulder patches and American Flags) from other shirts
in the inventory.

Most members choose to purchase cold-weather gear (e.g. thermal underwear and socks, thick
dark brown duty jackets with shoulder patches, and badge attachment points, winter hat, warm
gloves). The hat and cold weather gear are alloptional.
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Uniforms shall be worn to meetings and while on duty (or driving

tofrom duty), but are not

needed for class or most field training.

No distinguishable portion of the uniform shall be worn with any civilian attire or when off
duty. The polo shirt and windbreaker are also considered uniform ltems.
Carry a notepad and pen in your uniform to record details that might be later needed for official

reports.
Other Equipment ltems

Obtain magnetic stars from the Supply and Property officer for use on POV's (only while on
duty). Note that excessive speeds can cause the stars to come off of your vehicle. To protect
the stars when not in use, storing them on a pizza pan or other flat surface helps keep them
from being broken.
When you leave the posse, you are obligated to return any issued uniforms or equipment, but
you can keep your own purchased equipment. lt is highly advisable to ask an experienced
Posse member about equipment type/model options before buying anything.

Uniform and equipment costs and POV mileage driven in support of the Posse (including
meetings, training, and missions) may be tax deductible, depending on your tax

tofrom

situation.
Members should obtain a county magnetic swipe card (issued by the GCSO) to be able to gain
entry to the Sheriff's Office building. Also, you will need a Posse picture lD card (also issued by
the GCSO) and a lanyard (see the Supply Officer on the latter). The lD is normally meant to be
carried in your wallet, but occasionally you may want to display the lD on a lanyard to be highly
visible to others while on duty. However, you may not show your badge anywhere than
on your uniform (e.g., not on civilian clothes or in wallets or on belts).

Radios
A handheld portable will be issued after radio training.

The posse portable radios are very low power units. They operate on line-of-sight and usually
need to be in the open when transmitting.
lf you are having trouble getting out, try removing the radio from your duty belt. Hold the radio
up and away from your body with the antenna in a vertical position. lf in a vehicle, the radio
can be placed on the dash and used from that position.
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Speak clearly and distinctly with the microphone 3-4 inches away from your mouth. lf
reception is scratchy, try turning around or moving your location slightly and the reception
should clear up.
When leaving for any call-out or a mission, remember to call dispatch and let thern know that
you are in service. This will ensure that you are covered by Workman's Compensation. The
exception to this is travelto training and meetings, which should not be called in.
When out for service, make sure to call in to dispatch with 'Code 4'. This will let dispatch know
that you are not having any kind of trouble at your location. This should be done every 60
minutes (usually). Dispatch will usually contact you at intervals asking 'Code 20' {this is basically
a welfare check), respond with 'code 4' if there are no problems.

When going off duty and arrive at home, check in with dispatch with'7O-7', meaning that you
are out of service.

lf necessary, dispatch can be contacted by phone at928-474-5L87.
Radio Channels
WPE

1
2

NAME
AIRS 3
Ord 2

3*
4*
5*

Mile
Diamond Point
Ord 3

Repeater
Repeater
Repeater

Pine, Strawberry

Repeater
Repeater

Aztec Peak, Young & East

CHANNEL

FREQ

Five

6
Com 1AZ
7* Com 2N
8
Com 35
Tactical
9
10 Jail3
11, SAR

DESCRIPTON
Repeater
Repeater

INFORMATION
Pinal and Gila County

Primarily Roosevelt Lake and
Globe

East of Payson

Roosevelt Lake, Tonto Basin,
Gisela, Rye areas

Payson North

Repeater

Car-to-Car

Talk Around (T/AI GCSO

Payson Jail

Car-to-Car
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Talk Around (T/A) SAR

L2*
13*
t4

Payson PD

1
Payson PD 2
Payson PD 3

RePeater

Car-to-Car

Talk Around (T/A) PD

15
16

MutualAid
Weather

car-to-car
(From Mt. Ord)

Forest Service, Fire, Rangers

RePeater

Recording only (Nat'lweather
Service)

* channels on scan (Button A)
Buttons on Front of

A
Button B
Button C
Button D

Button

Radio

Buttons on Side of Radio

off)
T/A (Toggle on or off)
Scan (Toggle on or

Used
Light on/off

Push-to-Talk (PTT)
Channels up or down

ToP LED

Not

Flashing Green

-

Receiving

Solid Red -Transmitting
Flashing Red
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-

Low Battery

GCSO 1$ CCIBES
II,,UMEBIC&L

OBSTR

ATPHA OTT}ER

PSOlil-Y
10-02 touo & cl.EAR
i0.03 GETT'HG FUtr
1D04 OX, AFFIBMATTVE, ACKNOWLEDGED
],0.05 BUSY
10.07 OTF DUTY. OUT OF SERVICE
10.08 ON DUTY, IN SERV;CE
10.09 PLEASI flEPORT
1C-14 RIDER
io--tS pRtsoNEB ir,l cusToDY
L0-:16 D}STURBIO PERSON
1S":7 PAPER\flORi(
10-19 ENROUTE {OR RETURT.}) TO
L0-20 LOCATTC}'J {YOURS)
.10.21 TELEPHONE
10-22 DISREGARD, CAtriCEL, NC FUfiTHER ACTIOI\'
i'-] :? DBIVER CH[C( {LICE}.ISE}
ic-28 vEtlti:LE CHECK (STLILTN OR lrfA$i1l-rJ]
10,29 WANTS/WAR.RAHTS CHECK
1C-r8 iIJARRANT $"{=MISD[M[.4NOR t=Ff.l.ONY
TO.4O STOLEN TJEHICLE
10-42 RESIDEHCE, HOMI
:1.0-45 ?tiltET AT {OIi lVlTt"l; REF0RT TC}
10-51 OFFICERaAUTlOtl
10.97 ARRTVEA AT SCENE/LOCATIO${
jC-98 COIJIPIETED ASSIGNITIENT/CALL
:0-L)i

iii-g

,'.ICf IVINC

A ADAI'/I
B BRAVI)

10-06

DRIVER CHECK (LICENSEI

1{F19

ENROU

10-20

PAPERTVCRI(

iO49

PLEASE

10-15

'iEPORT
pRISCilER
iN CUSTO0Y

i0-01

RfCE|VING POORLY

10-42 RIS|OENCE. HOME
10.14 RIOER
10-40 STOLrt{ VII-llcl-[
10-?1 Tf LEPHO}'II
10-28 VEH,CLECHECK{STOLENORVUANIED)
10.29 !i'ANTS/WARRA'{TS CHECK
10-38

R fiOBETT

t. FRANK

s sAi.{

G GEORGE
H HENRY

T

TO&-J

L,

UNIOr\,1

rr

vrclofi

LrJ

\1/lLllAtr4

}1 XRAY

Y YOUN6
Z ZEBRA
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TO'

LOCATION {YOURS)

1O-17

Q QUEBEC

MARY

{OR AITL'RN
FUEL

10-45 lrlEET AT {OR wlTH; REPORI-fO}
10.07 OFF DUTY. OUT OF STR}.iICE
10-51 OFflCTB CAUTIOi']
L0-04
A!:FlRf'rATl\rE, AC(filO\fiitDi:JED
'31(,
IO-08 Oil DUTY, IN SERVICE

E EDWABD

L LINCOLI{

[

10-0] rouD & CLEAR

C CHARLES

M

I

1O-O3 6€TNNG

D DAVID

I ioHrn
K i(ING

EUSY

10.27

I.J T'ORA

IDA

AlittlV€:D AT SCittEjLOCATlOll

1-0-98 COMPTETED ASSlGt{MEf{TlCArr
TO-22 DISREGARD, CANCEL, NO FURTHER ACTION
1O-16 DIsTURBED PERSON

rJ OCEA$i
P PAUL

I

i

\'T,ARRANT M=MISDEMEANOI{ 'a=rELONl

RADIO CODES
NUMERICAT

1

ORDER

ATPH.A ORDER

THREAT
CODE2 URGEMT
CODE3 EMERGENCY
CODE4 SITUATIONOKAY
CODE 5 SURVIILI.ANCE
CODET MEALBREAX
CODE 11 BATHROOM BREAK
coDt2o wflrA8E/stctrRrrycHEcl(
CODE 34 MOTOR TASSIST
CODEs4A INTOXICATEDSUBJECT
COOE

BOMB

CODE

963

CODE962 ACCIDENTWffHINJURIES
CODE961 ACC'DENTWTI}INOINJURIIS
CODE211 ABMEDROBBERY
CODE

g)5

CODE

11

coDE1
CODE

459

OFFTCEISTAT|ON
coDElOS rUEL
CODE211 ARMEDROBBERY
CODE 459 SURGIARY
cooE s55 JoMrclDE
CODE647 SUSPICIOUSSUBJECT
cooE648 SUSPTCIOUSVEHTCT€
coDE665 SUTCIDE
CODE 6664 SUICIDE ATTTMPT
CODE 657T SUTCIOE THREAT
CODE 693 RECKLTSS DRIVING
CODE9O1 DEADBODY
CODEgO5 &qCKUP.NOEMERGENCY
CODC 906 BAC( UP, URGENT
CODE926 TOWTRUCK
CODE951 ACCIOENTW|TTI NO IT,I.,URIES
CODE952 ACCIDEMWITHIUJURIES
CODE 963 ACCIDENTWTH FATALMES
CODE1381 DUI
C(XlEgn oFFrcERil{VOwEDSHOOTIIIIG
COOE999 OfFrcIR'TEEDSHET.P.UB6EI{T
"A'

"G' ADDED TO AhlY

CODE

EMERGENCY

OpP. SEX rN VEHTCT.E (MrrEAGt REQ'D)

CODE 54A IiTTOXICATED SUBJECT

coDE

55s .roMlqoE

CODET MEALBREAK
CODE34 MOTORSTASSTST
CODE9!n OfFrCERrr{VOLVfDSHOOnilG
CODE

!}99

CODE

693

CODE

4

OfFICER NEE)S HETP. URGENT
REC(LTSs OflIVING

SMJATION OXAY

CODE1O3 STATION
CODE666 SUICIDE
CODE 6664 SUICIDE ATTEMPT
CODE667T SUICIDETHREAT
CODE

5

CODESiT
CODE

648

SURVEITTANCE

SUSPrcIoUSSUB'ECT
sT,ISPICIOI'SVEHICLE

CODE925 TOWTRUCK
CODI

2

URGTNT

CODE2O WTTFARE,/SICURTIYCHEC(

"PP' PRIVATE PROPERTY; "HR' HTTANO RUN
"X" BETORE BADGE NO. MEANS

CODE DESIGNATES GANG ACTIVITY;

N NORA

B BRAVO

O OCEAN

C CHARTES

P PAUL

D DAVID
E EDWAfiD

Q QUEBTC

F FRANX

IDA

S SAM
T TOM
U UNION
V VICTOR

J JOHN

W WILUAM

R ROBTRT

K XING

X XRAY

L TINCOLN

Y YOUNG

MARY

101

DUt

CODE1O5 TUEL

PHON€TIC ALPHABET

M

BURGI.ARY

COOEIO? OPPOS.SIXOUIOfVEH.{EilD.M|LE.REQ'D)

A AOAM

I

B0METHREAT

FOTTOWED BY

INDICATES PD VEHICLE INVOwED;

G GEORGE
H HENRY

BATHROOM BREAX

CODE9O1 DEADBODY

103

coDE5961, 962,963

BACI( UP - NO EMIRGEiICY

CODES)6 BACXUP-URGENI

coDElOl OPPOSffISIXIHV€Hrc1E{MITAGEREQD) CODE13aI
coDE102 OPPOS.SO(OUTOFVEH.(ENDMITE.REQD) CODE3
coDE

ACCIOENTWMT FATATMES

Z ZEBRA
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OFFICER I(IDNAPPED
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Additional Equipment ltems
When issued a badge, the member should also receive a black with blue mourning band.
Personal handcuffs can be carried on your duty belt (and don't forget the key), along with a
small but bright flashlight and a decent whistle (one of the best for this line of work is the
"Acme Thunderer"). Make sure the key for the cuffs you carry are compatible with the jail's
cuffs. Not all keys are compatible with all cuffs. You can also choose to check out handcuffs
(for specific security, transports, and patient watching assignments) from the jail once you
complete restraint training.

After certification, you could also add a baton and/or Taser on your belt. (Tasers can be
checked out from the jailfor security, transports, and patient watching assignments). Note: all
handgun, Taser, and baton training is optional.

Mark your personally purchased equipment with a permanent marker (can use a gold or silverink sharpie on any black items).
Some people install a police radio and/or emergency lights in their POV. This is optional. Note:
the radio, which is much more powerfulthan the issued hand-held units, is very usefulto have,
but there are very few times when you can use the lights, as they may only be used when the
vehicle is not moving. Example: if you come along an accident site shortly after it occurs.

Posse Member Conduct and Expectations
Anytime members are in uniform they represent the Posse, and even though we are a separate
legal entity, we represent the GCSO to the public (who usually will not know the difference).
This pertains to general courtesies, remembering that we are NOT certified Law Enforcement
Officers (LEOs), that we can't arrest or cite people, that we don't respond to any radio calls for
certified officers that we may overhear on the radio (unless dispatch verifies with the
responding units first), etc.
Never wear any uniform items unless being on duty or enroute to/from duty. Exception:
wearing a GCSO hat and vest when coming upon a motor vehicle accident (and don't forget call
in to Dispatch when doing so).

ln general, do NOT try to be John Wayne or over-step the bounds of Posse roles. Never flash
your badge when out of uniform. None of this means that you cannot defend yourselves and
others (in addition to asking for immediate backup/support on the radio). Follow what you
Iearned in training- Never unnecessarily place yourselves in dangerous or uncomfortable
situations. lf in doubt, call it in, either via the radio or via the phone line to dispatch. Never

be in uniform

if vou have had on alcoholic beveraae within the last eiqht (8)

hours.
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For many of our assignments, there is no one single, standard way of handling situations that
might arise. lt often depends on the membe/s training, skills, the characteristics and
environment of the situation, etc. For example, if on fire control patrol in the forest, and a
member is not comfortable with approaching a group with an illegal campfire, he can just call it
in (along with the exact locatfon). The same "(ule" appties to whether the member feels
comfortable putting out and smothering abandoned campfires by himself.
For example, deciding whether to approach and talk to someone who is unrulY and appears
drunk at the rodeo or other assignment areas instead standing back and calling in to certified
officers to handle. Another example: whether to talk to a prisoner or psych patient a member
is transporting. You will need to do this at the beginning of the trip when providing instructions
and explanations. Some find that occasionally asking how the person is doing the trip helps
keep him calmer and appreciative of the courtesy, but if it agitates the person, leave him alone.
Either way, do not share any of your personal information with or use first names in front of the
person.

All Posse members shall follow the Posse chain of command.

Both the

Posse

leadership and the GCSO expect this. This does not mean that you can't exchange ideas when
interacting with deputies and their management staff. Give the Posse leadership a chance to
deal first with any frustrations and grievances that you might formulate. We are here to help
the GCSO, not burden it by having to deal with our problems. We do have in place a two-way
channel of communication between the board and the liaison deputies.

We recommend to Posse members that you do not display your Posse status in social media
due to possible extremists who might look for those in the LEO community to harrn.
Levels of Discipline
For the first violation of the By-Laws or Policies and Procedures a verbal reprimand will be given

and noted in member's personnel records.
For a second violation, a written reprimand

willbe placed in member's personnel records.

For a third viotation, member may be placed on probation for 3

to 6 months {depending on the

severity of the violation).
For a fourth violation, member shall be expelled from the posse.

Any of the above levels of violations can result in any of the more severe punishments based
on the severity of the violation.
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Training lnformation for New Members
Members will be notified of training classes via in-meeting announcements (and in the
recorded minutes), and via e-mail distribution. You will be required to attend all the
appropriate class training before being eligible for the firearm training.
The Training Officer is responsible for working with the GCSO to develop Training Plans and
Schedules.

Once new members go through traffic control training, you can help with traffic control at
Camp Tontozona for the annual ASU football intra-squad game, the Pine craft fair and bike race,
or for any traffic incident callout. You must wear a reflective vest for any traffic duty. There are
some vests available for checkout in the Posse building; contact the supply officer. lt is
recommended that you have a vest and GCSO cap available in your car in case you come across
an accident and can help the first responders with traffic control (after alerting Dispatch of your
being "in service"). Dispatch phone numbers are (928)474-5187 and (9281474-3288.
Once you go through Court Security training, you can pair up with an armed (Taser or handgun
qualified) Posse member for this duty. You can also accompany an armed member (who is also
trained for prisoner/psych transports) for transports at any time. lf you will be doing a psych

transport, it is highly recommended to request the jail personnel obtain information on the
likely behaviors the patient will exhibit when their medications wear off. You can do patient
watches (under arrest patients) at the hospital. You will need to know whether the patient is
under arrest or if you are there only to provide security for the hospital personnel. You need to
know that you cannot restrain someone that is not under arrest.
Occasionally the Posse will help Search and Rescue with certain tasks (No special training or
arming needed).

Members are encouraged to an occasional ride along with a certified GCSO deputy so see what
the certified GCSO deputies do, and for the deputy to learn more about them. The GCSO
Liaison Deputy will be the main contact for this. He will typically need about a week or two of
notice via e-mail.
Firearm Training: When you go through firearm training (after completing probation) and upon
approval of the Board), you can put the department GCSO issued Glock .40 caliper caliber pistol
with holster and spare magazines on your duty belt. The GCSO will also provide you with duty
ammo {hollow point) and some practice ammo (less expensive ball ammo). However, you
should still get some additional ammo on your own so that you can practice more often. You
will be loaned a .40 Glock handgun when you begin the firearm training, and it will be issued to
you (as county property) upon successful completion of the AZ POST course.
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Phone Call-out Procedure
The 6C5O Payson Posse uses the OneCallNow (OCN) system for calling Posse members for
missions requested by the SO that are not scheduled days in advance. For example, meeting an
immediate need to transport a prisoner or psych patient, sitting on an arrestee at the hospital
sitting on a crime scene, etc.
Your primary (and any alternate) phone number will be entered into the system by the Posse
OCN administrator (LE officer) so that you can receive callouts as needed.
Getting Ready

We highly recommend that you add as a contact (e.g., 'Posse Call-out') on your phone(s) the
OCN number (877-698-3261) so that your phone will recognize the calls when they come in.
We also recommend that you select a distinctive ringtone for the callout number.
Getting a Call-out
When you get a call-out, there will be a message from the Posse that explains the mission and
then asks you to select a response- Typically, it will ask you to press 1 for yes (you can take the
mission), 2 for no, or 3 for Not Sure Yet (you will call back).
Sometimes we may add an option 4 to provide for the case when a new member would like to
take the assignment, but only if he can be paired up with a more experienced and trained
member (e.g., for a Transport or for some specialized detail). The scheduler will then attempt
to match up a Yes-responding senior member with a 4-responding newer member. Then just
wait for a few seconds to confirm that your response was received.

The Posse OCN administrator will receive an online report summarizing the response status for
each person on the call-out list, even if there was no response or if the message went to voice
mail. lf you responded with a 1", the administrator will call you back. Note that the policy is to
select the first qualified person(s) who responded with a L, also considering the distribution of
work within the Posse volunteers.
Calling Back to the OneCallNow Number
You can call the OCN number (877-698-3261) and update your status. For example, if you had
ended the call before entering a response, heard the message on voice mail, entered an
incorrect response, or entered a 3. The OCN system will recognize the caller if you are using the
same phone that was called. You only have to enter a 1 any time after the music starts, and
then enter your updated response (1 for yes, 2 for no) as soon as the earlier recorded message
from the Posse starts playing again. Then wait for a few seconds until hearing a confirmation
that the response was received.
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Time Sheet Policy
Members will need to get a capy of the Word or Excel time sheet form or file for their monthly
time sheets from their mentor or a board member. They will need to show their hours by type
of duty, including meeting and training and travel time to/from the activities. The activity
categories are the same for callouts from the SO or from pre-scheduled sigh-ups.
Round up your final time to the nearest .5 hours. You will need to show the miles driven for
both your POV and Posse vehicles separately as applicable.

Do not modify the categories as the category hours are all rolled up at the Posse level. A
description of the categories is shown below.
The monthly time sheet must be sent electronically, before the meeting, to the Membership
Officer or, if that is not possible, brought to the meeting in hard copy form.

Categories
Administrative
Patrol
Security
Traffic

Control

Examples
Duties relating to the internal administration and job functions of
Posse members, incl. special projects
Pre-scheduled Posse patrols (SV, FRs, Fire watch, etc.)
Callout or pre-scheduled, eg. Rodeo, Pine security, Fire Watch,
sitting on a patient or crime scene

Traffic control at local venues, or traffic control at an accident,
Funeral escorts

Transports

Callout or prescheduled prisoner or psych transports, including
any time standing by at the GCSO awaiting paperwork

Standby
Meeting - Board
Meeting - General
Training - Class
Training - Field

Standing by at residence awaiting a callfor an assignment

Attendance at Board Meeting
General membership meeting
Classroom based training
Field training with senior officer, weapons training and

qualifications, as a ride along with a certified deputy
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lnitial Posse Patrols and Assignments
New members will have a radio training ride, plus a ride with another Posse member in one of
our posse vehicles to see the local forest roads, water bladder locations, Star Valley, and Pine
and Strawberry neighborhoods, Globe and Roosevelt GCSO stations, etc. Refer to procedure on
checking out and returning vehicles for how to check out a Posse vehicle from the County Yard,
get the keys, do the paperwork, do the post-mission refueling, etc. Refer to other procedures
for information on using the vehicles for patrol, on transports, etc. and a list of the codes for
the various gates, the fuel pump, etc. New members should get to know other Posse members
and ask to be included on their e-mail and phone distribution when they look for someone to
ride with them on patrol. Prior to taking out a vehicle, contract the Supply Officer and so he
can make sure a vehicle is available and not already assigned to someone else.
Note that the SO maintains a Close Patrol List in the office with addresses of homes that citizens
have asked to have extra patrol coverage, along with the reason for the extra coverage.

When patrolling forest roads (FR), make sure to record on a separate line on the Patrol
Worksheet the mileage driven on each FR road and report that mileage (by FR number) to
dispatch after leaving each FR. Also, call Dispatch at the beginning and end in Star Valley (the
GCSO has a contractual agreernent to patrol in SV). You are encouraged to call in to Dispatch
(and record on the Patrol Worksheets) all business checks. Remember also to call in when out
of the vehicle, including meals, and that you are available on your radio or on your phone.
You can start volunteering for rodeo security and for craft fair night security detail in Pine and
for security for special events in the local area. Occasionally the Posse is called out to sit on a
crime scene overnight until the detectives get there.

Remember to call into dispatch as being in service tor L0-8) when leaving for any
mission/callout so that you are covered by Worker's Compensation. The exception is travel to
training and meetings, which should not be called in.
Make sure to call into dispatch with a 'code 4' (secure) every 60 minutes (typically) or just
answer 'code 4' if they call you first with a 'code 2ff (welfare check). You will also need to call
in as being out of service (1,0-7i. upon arriving at or approachin g your home. Note: the backup
contact for dispatch is via phone a1928-474-5187.
Checking out a Vehicle

Members must check with the Supply Officer to make sure one of the Posse vehicles (8L38 or
8139) is available at the county yard.

ln the small box on a post just to the right of, and outside of, the main entry gate, select the
keys to the truck you reserved. You will need a key to open the box. lnside the box you will
find a sign-out sheet. Enter the info on the form. Then lock the box when you are finished.
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When you find the correct unit, inspect it for all safety items and examine the equipment in the
back of the truck and in the back seat. Also, find the Posse Daily Patrol Worksheet and
complete the top of the form as indicated. Turn on the radio and select the frequency (usually
Diamond Point or Com 2 to start). When you depart, call into dispatch on the radio to alert
them of your status and destination, e.g., Star Valley patrol, forest patrol, driving to Globe,
departing for Posse duty at special events, etc. AIso let them know who else is in the vehicle
with you. Note: if you find yourself later out of clear radio contact range, you should call
d ispatch via phon e at 928-47 4-5187.
On Patrol
Local Patrol: lf you are patrolling Star Valley, let Dispatch know, including when you start and
when you are completed. The GCSO is on contract to patrol Star Valley. The local businesses
appreciate it when you make a brief in-person appearance. Call into Dispatch when making a
business check; and call in anytime you are out of the vehicle. Note the start and end times for
the SV patrol on the Patrol Worksheet (under Time of Activity, along with entering "patrol"
under Type of Activity and Star Valley under Location of Activity. Also note any business checks
on the form.

Note that the SO maintains a Close Patrol List in the office near the mail cubbyholes with
addresses of homes that citizens have asked to have extra patrol coverage, along with the
reasons for the extra coverage.
Forest Patrol: When you turn onto a forest road (FR), note the number and starting time and
odometer reading on the Patrol Worksheet. On all patrols, keep mental track of the milepost
numbers if you need to share your location with Dispatch. When you depart a FR, note the
time and odometer reading on the Patrol Worksheet on a separate line for each FR or location
(e.g., Christopher Creek Campground, Tonto Hatchery etc,). Call into Dispatch after leaving
each FR with the FR number and miles patrolled on it.

Medical Transport Procedure
Preparing for the transport

Pick up the transport papers for the medical/psychiatric patient(s) at the jail. Pick up the
assigned transport van keys, handcuffs and shackles (with key) at the jail. Make sure you have
the directions to the facility you will be traveling to. Get as much information as you can from
the jail staff about the patient(s), e.9., whether they might resist, have behavioral or personality
issues, have any physical disabilities, or whether they are so obese that special handling might
be required.
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At the Hospital
Park the van at the south curb near the ER entrance. Do not block the drive for any arriving
ambulance or FD vehicles. The ER door code is 245. See the nurse for the Travel/Medical
papers to accompany the patient and confirm the destination. You will need to bring along the
patient's personal effects, medications, walker, etc. Ask the nurse about the mental/emotional
state of the patient and whether you might experience any behavior issues when the meds
wear off. Use your discretion on whether to restrain the patient, either right away, as they are
being placed into the van, or not at all. lf you think there is any chance al all of encountering
any difficulties with the patient, place them in restraints.
Place the patient in the van. Assist them with fastening the seat belt if needed. But be cautious
that you do not have any weapon that they could take off of you as you are assisting them.

Driving the Van

with the starting mileage and number of patients/transportees. Let dispatch know
if the patient is a 101 (opposite sex). Call in to dispatch every 30 minutes (unless a different
time interval is established with dispatch) with a Code 4 along with your highway and mile
marker location. Do not stop the van during the trip.
Call dispatch

Arriving at the destination
Call in to dispatch when you arrive at the destination. Make sure the facility accepts the patient
and the paperwork. lf there is a problem, call the jail. Assist the facility workers, if requested,
to walk the patient to a location where their staff can take physical charge of the patient before

you remove any restraints. Make sure you leave the patient's personal effects with the facility
staff. Do not forget to bring the restraints back with you to the jail.
Returning to the jail

Call dispatch when you are departing the facility with your beginning mileage. Call in to
dispatch when you arrive back at the jail and provide them with your ending mileage.
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